
 

 

 
 

 

         
       Indian equities were lacklusture and ended in negative terrain; global cues dictating market  
       direction at the moment.. 

1) On Thursday, Indian benchmark indices were lacklusture and ended marginally in red. The Nifty had  witnessed a  
gap up opening of 52.2 points. However, later during the day, the Nifty gave up all the gains and finally ended the 
day marginally down by  28 points or 0.18 percent to end at levels of 15,938.65.   Among the Nifty 50 stocks, the 
prominent losers were Axis Bank, HDFC, Bharti Airtel, HDFC Bank, Reliance Industries  down in the range of 1.71  
percent to 3.13 percent. On the  other hand, Sensex closed down by 98  points or 0.18  percent to end the day at 
levels of 53,416.15.  

2) The broader markets ended in negative terrain on Thursday. The Nifty Midcap 100 index was down by 0.09         
percent and the Nifty Smallcap 100 index was down by 1.14 percent.  

3) In terms of sectoral indices performance, the major losers were the Nifty PSU Banks index and Nifty IT Index down 
in the range of 1.58 percent to 2.21 percent.  

4) Today, FIIs net bought equities worth Rs. 309.06 Crore. On the other hand, DIIs net sold equities worth         
Rs. 556.40 Crore. Month till date, it has been observed that FIIs intensity of selling has reduced and has net sold 
equities worth Rs.  8,809.77 Crore as against FII selling of  Rs. 27,481.22  Crore in the month of June 2022 (upto 
June 14, 2022). On the other hand, DIIs net bought equities worth Rs. 6,307.58 Crore (month till date) as against 
Rs. 19,708.79  Crore in the same period of June 2022. 

5) On Thursday, the rupee further depreciated and hit a record low of 79.88 against the US Dollar which will continue 
to affect investor sentiments and RBI will have its task cut out to control rupee from further depreciating. 

Sectors and stocks 

1) Shares of Butterfly Gandhimathi Appliances ended up by 17.93 percent to Rs. 1,590.4 at the NSE after the 
Company witnessed strong earnings performance in Q1FY23. Sequentially, the Company registered Profit after tax 
of Rs. 13.23 Crore in Q1FY23 as against Net Loss of Rs. 19.38 Crore in Q4FY22. Started in 1986 Butterfly 
Gandhimathi Appliances Limited (BGMAL) is today amongst the largest manufacturers of domestic kitchen and 
electrical appliances in India. Butterfly, a household name in the kitchen appliances market, is a leading kitchen and 
small domestic appliances portfolio that includes mixer grinders, table-top wet grinders, pressure cookers, stainless 
steel vacuum flasks, LPG stoves and non-stick cookware. It is amongst the top 3 pan-India kitchen and small 
domestic appliances players. The Company's FY22 Annual Report said "The demand for domestic kitchen appliances 
is estimated to grow exponentially with a rising population and growing customer needs. As an integrated 
manufacturer of domestic appliances, BGMAL is well positioned to cater to a burgeoning market demand with on-
time deliveries and products curated both for the Indian and global markets." 

BGMAL’s acquisition by Crompton Greaves Consumer Electricals Limited in February 2022 marks a new milestone in 
the Company’s journey and its strategies for greater growth. Earlier, commenting on this  key development, 
Shantanu Khosla, Managing Director - Crompton said, "This acquisition provides concrete support to our long-term 
vision of becoming a leading pan-India kitchen appliances player. Butterfly's proven channel and brand strategy will 
form the base for a stronger SDA business led by mixer grinders. This sets up a platform for a full kitchen play, 
which will enable a stronger connect with every home."  VM Lakshminarayanan who was a Chairman  of Butterfly 

Index Today's Close Prev. close Change % change Open High  Low 
        

Nifty 15,938.65 15,966.65 28 0.18 16,018.85 16,070.85 15,858.20 

        

Sensex 53,416.15 53,514.15 98 0.18 53,688.62 53,861.28 53,163.77 
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Gandhimati Appliances when this key development was announced stated that, " As a 50-year-old family and home 
grown business, we are proud of the growth story our brand has been a part of. Butterfly is a strong brand in South 
India, and this step will provide an opportunity for the Butterfly brand to achieve pan-India reach. Crompton is a 
synergistic fit and together, there is great potential for powerful complementarity going forward."  

We believe Company is a strong play on  domestic kitchen and electrical appliances market in India. 

2) Shares of Anupam Rasayan India continued its rally from the previous day and ended up by 5.05 percent to Rs. 
741.20 on the NSE. In the last two days, the stock has rallied by 12.42 percent at the NSE. The Company is a 
established Custom Synthesis player with 38 years of track record. Specializes in multi-step synthesis undertaking 
complex chemical reactions to produce key specialty chemicals with focus on developing innovative manufacturing 
processes. It is catering to globally relevant chemical & agrochemical companies, including 25 MNC and cumulative 
68 clients. The Company has ~27,200 MT Manufacturing Capacity, spread over 6 manufacturing facilities. In 
addition, the Company has strong supply chain with backward integrated facilities. 

Commenting on the performance of the Company, Mr. Anand Desai - Managing Director of the Company in  Q4FY22 
analyst concall conducted earlier said "We have seen our PAT more than doubling this year vis-a-vis financial year 
'21 which has culminated into a PAT margin expansion of almost 600 basis points. We continue to deliver value to 
our stakeholders by the means of increased top line and bottom line which is driven by volume ramp-up, which was 
a result of enhanced trust of our existing customers and continued financial and operational prudence. We specialize 
in the synthesis and manufacturing of life science related and other specialty chemicals that need multi-step 
synthesis and sophisticated technologies for the broad base of Indian and global clients. He added "Our expansion of 
fluorination chemistry will drive our next phase of growth, which has been strengthened by our successful 
acquisition of Tanfac's 26% stake from Aditya Birla Group and public open offer on a combined basis. And by the 
means of this acquisition, we look forward to backward integrate our supply chain in this vertical and further focus 
on producing high-value high-margin volumes that have application in varied industries which should enhance our 
margin profile. Initially, we will be focusing on 3 key fluorination segments, especially fluoropolymer. The potential 
topline addition from this will be at $100-200 million per annum in the medium to long term. " 

We believe he Company's business prospects are good due to the following factors: a) global firms looking to shift 
from China to India is beneficial to the Company, b) core focus on process innovation through consistent research 
and development, value engineering and complex chemistries, c) diversified and customized product portfolio with a 
strong supply chain, d) automated manufacturing facilities, e) continue to focus on custom synthesis and 
manufacturing by developing innovative processes and value engineering, f) expand its business by capitalizing on 
industry opportunities and organic and inorganic growth, g) low dependence on raw material imports from China, h) 
established relationships with multinational corporations, i) automated manufacturing infrastructure and j) decent 
financial and operational performance. 

3) Shares of Schaeffler India closed up by 4.39  percent to Rs. 2,392.40 on the NSE after touching an intraday high of 
Rs. 1,613.90. Schaeffler has been present in India for ~60 years. With 3 well known product brands LuK, INA and 
FAG, 4 manufacturing plants and 8 sales offices, Schaeffler has a significant presence in India. Schaeffler is among 
the largest Industrial and Automotive supplier in India. The manufacturing plants in Maneja and Savli (Vadodara), 
produce a vast range of ball bearings, cylindrical roller bearings, spherical roller bearings and wheel bearings that 
are sold under the brand name of FAG. The plant at Talegaon near Pune, manufactures engine and powertrain com-
ponents for front accessory drive system, chain drive systems, valve train, gear shift systems and a range of needle 
roller bearings and elements, under the brand INA. The fourth manufacturing location is based out of Hosur, pro-
ducing a wide range of clutches and hydraulic clutch release systems for passenger cars, light commercial vehicles, 
heavy commercial vehicles and tractors sold under the brand of LuK. Schaeffler also has the largest after-market 
networks serving the industrial and automotive customers. All of this is backed by dedicated engineering, research 
and development support based in India in support of product teams. 
 
The Company follows Calendar year as Financial year. Commenting on Q1FY22 results, Mr. Harsha Kadam, Manag-
ing Director, said, “Year 2022 started well for us, despite the headwinds from rising inflation and emerging geopo-
litical situation. Our balanced business portfolio with traction in our exports segment helped us continue the mo-
mentum. We delivered resilient margins despite the ongoing market challenges on the back of our sustained coun-
termeasures and improved business mix. We are committed to deliver on our financial and operating metrics while 
creating long-term value for our stakeholders with an unaltered focus on doing business sustainably." 

 



 

 

 
 

 

 

Key recent major developments.. 

1) Globally, President Emmanuel Macron said on Thursday, that France aims to manage without Russian gas as soon 
as possible with no early end to the war in Ukraine in sight. "Russia has already started to cut off gas supplies" by 
closing the Nordstream 1 pipeline" he said.  He added "That's a very clear message: It will use gas as a weapon of 
war," he said. "We will need do without Russian gas completely." France is estimated to receive less than 20% of its 
total gas imports from Russia. Transitioning away from Russian energy meant that "the summer and the start of the 
autumn will probably be very tough", Mr. Macron warned. 

2) WPI-based inflation declines marginally to 15.18% for the month of June, 2022 as against the WPI number of 
15.88% in May, 2022 (highest since September 1991). The high rate of inflation in June, 2022 is primarily due to 
rise in prices of mineral oils, food articles, crude petroleum & natural gas, basic metals, chemicals & chemical 
products, food products etc. as compared to the corresponding month of the previous year. 

3) According to the Finance Ministry's Monthly Economic Review, India's current account deficit is expected to 
deteriorate in the current fiscal on account of costlier imports and tepid merchandise exports. The review released 
on Thursday by the ministry also said that global headwinds would continue to pose a downside risk to growth as 
crude oil and edibles, which have driven inflation in India, remain major imported components in the consumption 
basket. For the present, it said, "their global prices have softened, as fears of recession have dampened prices 
somewhat. This would weaken inflationary pressures in India and rein in inflation." “If recession concerns do not 
lead to a sustained and meaningful reduction in the prices of food and energy commodities, then India’s CAD will 
deteriorate in 2022-23 on account of costlier imports and tepid exports on the merchandise account. The 
deterioration of CAD could, however, moderate with an increase in service exports in which India is more 
competitive as compared to merchandise exports," it said. “The widening trade deficit has exerted pressure on the 
rupee with its value having depreciated 6% against the USD since January of 2022. However, India’s experience is 
not isolated as all major net commodity importing countries have seen a weakening of their currency," the report 
said. 

Ajcon Global’s observations and view.. 

1) Short term and medium term view: Indian equities were lacklusture today and finally ended in red. The major 
losers were PSU Banking and IT stocks. At the time of writing this report, US benchmark indices were under         
tremendous pressure led by subdued earnings performance from JPMorgan Chase & Co and Morgan Stanley which 
raises concerns of economic downturn/recession in US. Earlier, US inflation hit  a 41 year high and investors now 
expecting aggressive rate hike by the US Fed which would affect demand outlook. There are also fresh concerns 
that Europe may get into recession if Russia cuts natural gas supply to European industries which affected market 
sentiments.  Considering the above factors, Indian equities are again poised for weak opening on Friday. Domesti-
cally factors like marginal reduction in WPI inflation, good IIP data and reduced retail inflation will support positivity. 
With global demand outlook getting affected, we expect crude oil prices to fall. In the medium term, Indian equities 
are expected to remain positive led by factors  like falling crude oil prices  and recent fall in prices of the commodi-
ties like copper,  aluminium, steel prices augur well for Indian companies and economy as a whole. Fundamentally, 
the decline in crude oil prices will help rupee to stabilise as it  will reduce imported inflation. Sectors like Paints, Oil 
Marketing Companies, Speciality Chemicals stands to benefit from decline in crude oil prices.  
 
Going ahead, investors will take cues from economic developments in US and European countries, COVID-19 related 
developments in China, developments related to Russia - Ukraine War, crude oil price movement,  rupee movement 
against the US Dollar. Domestically, investors will keep an eye on Q1FY23 earnings and management commentary 
especially on raw materials price front and its outlook for future considering the recent fall in commodity prices, 
pricing scenario and supply chain related developments as it has a huge bearing on logistics costs, guidance on 
growth especially companies having exposure to US and European markets.  
 

2) Long term view: Always remember, steep corrections and crash in a structural bull market will keep markets 
healthy. Structurally, Indian economy is poised to do well after major reforms like thrust on digital economy after 
demonetisation, implementation of GST, RERA, Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, reforms in power sector, one of its 
kind Union Budget announced last year which focused on investment led spending to drive growth with impetus on 
Privatisation, thrust on Aatmanirbhar Bharat resulting into Production Linked Incentive (PLI) schemes for various 
sectors, reforms in   Direct Taxes, thrust on renewables sector, Ethanol blending, scrapping policy etc.  
 



 

 

 
 

 

 
3) Approach suggested for investors: It is advisable for investors to look out for stock specific opportunities         

considering growth outlook and management pedigree. History has proved that after any crisis, equities recover 
strongly and give stellar returns. One should also remember that not every fall is worth buying and investors should 
evaluate the Company based on fundamentals and valuation before taking any decision. We recommend investors 
for the near term to Buy quality names on dips and sell on rise considering the volatility in the market in the near 
term led by too many macroeconomic variables at the moment. We believe markets would give opportunities to en-
ter quality stocks at reasonable valuation. Sectorally speaking, Financial sector (specially banking),   Pharma, auto-
mobile, auto components, Infrastructure & food processing looks attractive at the current valuations. 



 

 

 
 

 

Disclaimer 
 
Ajcon Global Services Limited is a fully integrated investment banking, merchant banking, corporate advisory, stock 
broking, commodity and currency broking. Ajcon Global Services Limited research analysts responsible for the preparation 
of the research report may interact with trading desk personnel, sales personnel and other parties for gathering, applying 
and interpreting information.  

Ajcon Global Services Limited is a SEBI registered Research Analyst entity bearing registration Number INH000001170 
under SEBI (Research Analysts) Regulations, 2014.  

Individuals employed as research analyst by Ajcon Global Services Limited or their associates are not allowed to deal or 
trade in securities that the research analyst recommends within thirty days before and within five days after the publication 
of a research report as prescribed under SEBI Research Analyst Regulations.  

Subject to the restrictions mentioned in above paragraph, We and our affliates, officers, directors, employees and their 
relative may: (a) from time to time, have long or short positions acting as a principal in, and buy or sell the securities or 
derivatives thereof, of Company mentioned herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such securities and 
earn brokerage.  

Ajcon Global Services Limited or its associates may have commercial transactions with the Company mentioned in the 
research report with respect to advisory services.  

The information and opinions in this report have been prepared by Ajcon Global Services Limited and are subject to change 
without any notice. The report and information contained herein is strictly confidential and meant solely for the selected 
recipient and may not be altered in any way, transmitted to, copied or distributed, in part or in whole, to any other person 
or to the media or reproduced in any form, without prior written consent of Ajcon Global Services Limited While we would 
endeavour to update the information herein on a reasonable basis, Ajcon Global Services Limited is under no obligation to 
update or keep the information current. Also, there may be regulatory, compliance or other reasons that may prevent Ajcon 
Global Services Limited from doing so. This report is based on information obtained from public sources and sources 
believed to be reliable, but no independent verification has been made nor is its accuracy or completeness guaranteed. This 
report and information herein is solely for informational purpose and shall not be used or considered as an offer document 
or solicitation of offer to buy or sell or subscribe for securities or other financial instruments. Though disseminated to all the 
customers simultaneously, not all customers may receive this report at the same time. Ajcon Global Services Limited will 
not treat recipients as customers by virtue of their receiving this report. Nothing in this report constitutes investment, legal, 
accounting and tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate to your specific 
circumstances. The securities discussed and opinions expressed in this report may not be suitable for all investors, who 
must make their own investment decisions, based on their own investment objectives, financial positions and needs of 
specific recipient. This may not be taken in substitution for the exercise of independent judgment by any recipient. The 
recipient should independently evaluate the investment risks. The value and return on investment may vary because of 
changes in interest rates, foreign exchange rates or any other reason. Ajcon Global Services Limited accepts no liabilities 
whatsoever for any loss or damage of any kind arising out of the use of this report. Past performance is not necessarily a 
guide to future performance. Investors are advised to see Risk Disclosure Document to understand the risks associated 
before investing in the securities markets. Actual results may differ materially from those set forth in projections. Forward-
looking statements are not predictions and may be subject to change without notice. Ajcon Global Services Limited or its 
associates might have managed or co-managed public offering of securities for the subject company or might have been 
mandated by the subject company for any other assignment in the past twelve months. 

Ajcon Global Services Limited encourages independence in research report preparation and strives to minimize conflict in 
preparation of research report. Ajcon Global Services Limited or its analysts did not receive any compensation or other 
benefits from the companies mentioned in the report or third party in connection with preparation of the research report. 
Accordingly, neither Ajcon Global Services Limited nor Research Analysts have any material conflict of interest at the time of 
publication of this report.  
 
It is confirmed that Akash Jain – MBA (Financial Markets) or any other Research Analysts of this report has not received any 
compensation from the company mentioned in the report in the preceding twelve months. Compensation of our Research 
Analysts is not based on any specific merchant banking, investment banking or brokerage service transactions.  
 
Ajcon Global Services Limited or its subsidiaries collectively or Directors including their relatives, Research Analysts, do not 
own 1% or more of the equity securities of the Company mentioned in the report as of the last day of the month preceding 
the publication of the research report.  
 



 

 

 
 

 

It is confirmed that Akash Jain – MBA (Financial Markets) research analyst or any other Research Analysts of Ajcon Global 
do not serve as an officer, director or employee of the companies mentioned in the report.  
 
Ajcon Global Services Limited may have issued other reports that are inconsistent with and reach different conclusion from 
the information presented in this report.  
 
Neither the Research Analysts nor Ajcon Global Services Limited have been engaged in market making activity for the 
companies mentioned in the report.  

We submit that no material disciplinary action has been taken on Ajcon Global Services Limited by any Regulatory Authority 
impacting Equity Research Analysis activities. 

Analyst Certification 

I, Akash Jain MBA (Financial Markets), research analyst, author and the names subscribed to this report, hereby certify that 
all of the views expressed in this research report accurately reflect our views about the subject issuer(s) or securities. I also 
certify that no part of compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendation(s) or 
view (s) in this report.  

For research related queries contact:   
 
Mr. Akash Jain – Vice President (Research) at, research@ajcon.net, akash@ajcon.net 
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